SPRING 2020 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Monday, April 20

9:00am to 12:00pm

Arch 172_ James Rose
Cheryl Baxter and Yegi Rhabari

Arch 172_ Jennifer Akerman
Kyle Schumann and Jessica Shremshock

Arch 172_ David Fox
Katherine Ambroziak and Samantha Hale

Arch 172_ Hochung Kim
Marleen Davis and Rachel Smith

Arch 172_ David Matthews
Tricia Stuth and Linden Claytor

Arch 172_ Lisa Mullikin
Scott Wall and Arden Gillchrest

Arch 172_ Micah Rutenberg
Liz Teston and Paige Lincoln

Arch 172_ Mark Stanley
Katie MacDonald and Akshata Dusa

2:00pm to 6:00pm

Arch 471_ James Rose
Ben Wathen, Billy Hughes, Johnny Scotello, Tracy Moir-McClean, Hansjoerg Goeritz
SPRING 2020 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Tuesday, April 21

10:00am to 6:00pm

Graduate Integration Studio_ Tricia Stuth
   Haley Allen, Marleen Davis, Maged Guerguis, James Rose, Ted Shelton

9:00am to 2:00pm

Arch 272_ Brian Ambroziak
   Alexis Porten, Katie MacDonald, Micah Rutenberg

Arch 272_ Aaron Wright
   Levi Hooten, Jennifer Akerman, Kyle Schumann

Arch 272_ Marshall Prado
   Claire Craven, Karl Heckman, Kevin Stevens

1:00pm to 6:00pm

Arch 272_ Tracy Moir-McClean
   Marion Forbes, TK Davis, Mark Stanley

Arch 272_ Scott Wall
   Amanda Gann, Katherine Ambroziak, Hansjoerg Goeritz

Arch 272_ Kathy Wheeler
   J. Mikael Kaul, Tommy Manuel, Julie Nelson
SPRING 2020 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Wednesday, April 22

9:00am to 2:00pm

Arch 372/IARC 474_ Rana Abudayyeh
  David Karle, Patrizio Martinelli, Jinho Park, Lisa Mullikin, Kyle Schumann

Arch 372_ George Dodds
  Lou Gauci, John Sanders, Marleen Davis, Hansjoerg Goeritz

Arch 372_ Ted Shelton
  Samuel Mortimer, Jennifer Akerman, Brian Ambroziak, Gregor Kalas

Arch 372_ TK Davis
  James Rose, Kathy Wheeler, Mark DeKay, Aaron Wright

1:00pm to 6:00pm

Arch 372/IARC 474_ Katherine Ambroziak
  Lauren Mitchell, Andrew Parks, David, Matthews, Mike Stone, Scott Wall

Arch 372/IARC 474_ Hochung Kim
  Cory Olsen, Matt Rauch, Cheryl Baxter, Tracy Moir-McClean, Liz Teston

Arch 372_ Kevin Stevens
  David Bailey, David Fox, Maged Guerguis, Tricia Stuth

Arch 372_ Marleen Davis
  Nate Imai, Jeanna Ripple, Katie MacDonald,

Arch 542_ Micah Rutenberg
  Jim Bassett, Dawn Gilpin, Joseph Watson, Mark Stanley,
ARCHITECTURE

SPRING 2020 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Thursday, April 23

Master Architecture Project Reviews
Mari Fujita, David Salomon, Janice Shimizu, Mitchell Squire, Kathy Velikov

9:00 Michael Vineyard
    Ted Shelton (Advisor), Micah Rutenberg, Jason Young

9:40 Danny Rose
    Tracy Moir-McClean (Advisor), Gale Fulton, Andrew Madl

10:20 Sarah Wheeler
    Marshall Prado (Advisor), Mark Stanley, Katherine Ambroziak

11:00 Izzy Robinson
    Micah Rutenberg (Advisor), Mark Stanley, Katherine Ambroziak

11:40 Break

11:50 Courtney St. John
    Marshall Prado (Advisor), James Rose, Kyle Schumann

12:30 Nicole Capps
    Maged Guerguis (Advisor), Kevin Stevens, Mark Stanley

1:10 Roni Feghaly
    Maged Guerguis (Advisor), James Rose, Micah Rutenberg

1:50 Lunch Break

2:30 Dustin Toothman
    Andrew Madl (Advisor), Scottie McDaniel, Mike Ross

3:10 Ashley Vevera
    Micah Rutenberg (Advisor), Kevin Stevens, Mike Stone

3:50 Break

4:00 Shane Principe
    Mark Stanley (Advisor), Micah Rutenberg, Marshall Prado

4:40 Yeganeh Rahbari
    Rana Abudayyeh (Advisor), Micah Rutenberg, Jennifer Akerman

5:20 Zherti Jasa
    Brian Ambroziak (Advisor), Mark Stanley, Lisa Mullikin
SPRING 2020 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Friday, April 24

9:00am to 6:00pm

Self Directed Project Review_ Jennifer Akerman
    Keith Mitnick, Jacqueline Shaw, Brian Ambroziak, Julie Beckman, Mitchell Squire

Diploma Studio_ David Fox
    Josh Shelton, George Dodds, Tracy Moir-McClean, Marshall Prado, Kevin Stevens

Diploma Studio_ Hansjoerg Goeritz
    Lou Gauci, Matthew Hall, Marleen Davis, TK Davis, Mark DeKay

Diploma Studio_ Mark Stanley
    Nick Dryden, Katie MacDonald, Micah Rutenberg, Scott Wall, Aaron Wright

For projects from these studios premiated to the DISTINGUISHERD DESIGN AWARD JURY, the review will take place on Monday, April 27. There will be a “silent review” wherein the critics will select finalists for public engagement that will take place in the afternoon. Details and Timeline TBA.

The Award Jury is: Elgin Cleckley, Ersela Kripa, Amy Kulper.